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Drug-eluting stents (DES) have dramatically reduced rates of restenosis and target lesion revascularization compared with bare metal stents (BMS) [1]. However, the first-generation DES, including sirolimus-eluting stents (SES) (Cypher, Cordis, Johnson & Johnson, Miami, Florida), implanted in native coronary arteries are associated with delayed arterial healing mainly due to hypersensitivity [2]. Here, we present a case with unusual vascular reaction to a SES which was implanted in a saphenous vein graft (SVG), as imaged by in optical coherence tomography (OCT) and intravascular ultrasound (IVUS).

A 39-year-old woman who underwent coronary artery bypass surgery 3 years previously was admitted with symptoms of angina. She was under hemodialysis for 18 years and had coronary risk factors including hypertension and dyslipidemia. Coronary angiography (CAG) showed severe stenosis of a SVG to left anterior descending artery. A SES was implanted to treat this lesion, and subsequent IVUS did not observe stent malapposition. However, after 15 months, her angina occurred again and CAG revealed proximal in-stent restenosis (Fig. A). OCT within the stented segment revealed the diffuse neointimal tissue proliferation with high-intensity layer at surface. In contrast, deep tissue contains heterogeneous low-intensity areas that surrounded and spread behind the stent struts (Fig. B1 - 4). Notably, a honeycomb-like structure separated by high-intensity septa was also identified around the struts (Fig. B4). On the other hand, IVUS demonstrated echolucent or low-echoic areas in the neointima as well as in the tissue behind the stent struts (Fig. C1 - 4). In
addition, the increases of vessel areas were obvious as compared with previous IVUS findings at time of stent implantation 15 months ago, which implies the occurrence of positive vessel remodeling (Fig. D1 - 4).

It has been reported that the histological features of low-intensity areas in neointimal tissue determined by OCT are excessive inflammation, fibrin accumulation, organized thrombus, extracellular matrix accumulation, or neoatherosclerosis [3]. In contrast, high-intensity structures without backscattering in the surface of neointima visualized by OCT are considered to be fibrin clots [4]. Furthermore, honeycomb-like structures determined by OCT are recanalized organized thrombi [5]. Interestingly, the present IVUS images demonstrated positive vessel remodeling in the stented segment, which is a potential risk for late acquired stent malapposition [6]. Based on these findings, the present OCT images of low-intensity areas may indicate the organized thrombi with partial recanalization and fibrin accumulation that filled spaces around the stent struts, and were covered by fibrin clots in the surface. We suspect that those spaces might be caused by late acquired stent malapposition due to positive vessel remodeling.
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Figure legends

Fig. Angiographic, OCT, and IVUS Findings

Magnified angiographic image of saphenous vein graft (SVG) to left anterior descending artery (A).

In-stent restenosis (a yellow arrow) was observed at proximal portion of a sirolimus-eluting stent (2.5 mm × 23 mm) which was implanted 15 months ago (a white dotted line). Optical coherence tomography (OCT) shows a diffuse proliferation of neointima with high-intensity surface (B1 - 4). On the other hand, deep tissue contains heterogeneous low-intensity areas that surrounded and spread behind the stent struts (white arrows) and are clearly demarcated by SVG wall. A honeycomb-like structure separated by high-intensity septa was identified (B4). Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) shows echolucent (yellow arrowheads) or low-echoic (white arrowheads) areas in neointima and behind struts (C1 - 4). IVUS images of same slices at time of stent implantation 15 months previously confirm absence of stent malapposition (D1 - 4). Vessel areas (VA) measured in C1 - 4 are greater than those in D1 - 4, suggesting positive vessel remodeling. Red circles in IVUS images indicate vessel areas.